
 

SB Watch 2022 (White) by András Bártházi and Electricks

We have designed it to look simple and natural.

Make sure you check all our watch models: the best offer SB Watch (2020), the
popular SB Watch (2021), the brand new limited edition SB Watch Steel models,
and also our SB Watch Pocket models.

It has a button that looks like a crown. It is turnable with no effect. You can
imitate pulling it out, and ask the spectator to "set a time" while you force a preset
time.

The 2022 Modern models:

White Modern Shiny: shiny silver body, white face with numbers (3, 6, 9,
12), the logo, and the "QUARTZ" label
Black Modern Shiny: shiny black body, black face with numbers (3, 6, 9,
12), the logo, and the "QUARTZ" label

The SB Watch uses NO confederate or pre-show. You can perform it anywhere,
anytime without any issue.

2020 Models VS. 2021/22 Models

The differences are:

Logo: 2020 models have an SB logo, while the 2021/22 models have a
new logo
Crown: 2020 models have a fixed crown, while you can turn the 2021/22
models' crown with no effect

The advantage of the 2020 models is that you can say that the crown is stuck,
and it is not possible to set the time anymore. It is also harder to figure out that
the crown acts as a button.
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The advantage of the 2021/22 models is that you can ask the spectator to turn
the crown, and she will think she is setting a time. Meanwhile, you can force a
preset time, and use your prediction. Perfect for your one-ahead routine.

The 2022 models are coming with quick-release straps.

The TimeSmith App

The TimeSmith app is developed by Benke Smith, available for Android and iOS.
The app was developed to control the SB Watch, mainly by setting the hour and
minute hands to show a custom time. The spectator can freely select the time,
but it also can be a pre-configured (force) timestamp. The number of magic
routines and customizable options will grow in time, with the help of the dedicated
Facebook community, however, the app already has 12(!) ways to set the time:

Lock Screen: type in the time while unlocking your phone - even if the
spectator sees what you are doing they won't discover the secret.
Swipe: swipe on your phone or use your Apple Watch.
Doodle: let your spectator write down the time in an innocent-looking
doodle app, or use a compatible board, and they set the watch for you.
Spotted Dice: do you have our Spotted Dice? Let your audience member
roll the dice and SB Watch is set - you have to do nothing.
Rubik's Cube: are you a CubeSmith user? Just do 4 simple moves an SB
Watch is set even before you start your favorite CubeSmith routine.
Photo: let your spectator write down the time and just by holding the
paper over your phone SB Watch knows what to do. Want to give them a
photo as a gift? Make a photo of your spectator holding the paper and the
moment the photo is taken SB Watch is set and you have to do nothing.
Remote Control: using a compatible remote control (Wilson Nexus,
Thought Cast Versa) you can set the time (even without using the app).
Sold separately.
Voice Recognition: if you would like to perform the lazy way, we got you
covered. You can set the SB Watch just by talking to your audience and
the watch is set. Set up words and associate times for them - you have to
say no numbers to set the time. Best work in a silent environment, like a
Zoom show.
Calculator method (Android only): perform another routine that includes
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the time as a 4-digit number, and SB does the rest of the work for you.
Web Input: use a website made only for the SB Watch and input the time
there. Perfect for stage or any kind of environment where you have a
secret assistant.
Bluetooth Keyboard: with a Bluetooth keyboard just input the time with
ease.
NFC/RFID: do you have our NFC/RFID cards (blank is recommended)? If
your phone can read the cards, then just write times on them and set up
the app, and when you hold the card near your phone, it will set the time.

Now, be honest with yourself. Isn't the SB watch the best prediction watch you
saw? We have still some ideas to add more input methods.

SB Watch Has a Bright Future

The SB Watch and the TimeSmith Apps are updated regularly with new features
that you get for free.

Replaceable Battery

The SB Watch has a replaceable CR2032 button battery, which will power the
watch for more than a year if it's used as a regular watch. Using magic (moving
the hands frequently) drains the battery more, but we still estimate several
months of battery life.
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